Brick & Block Handling

**BRICK/BLOCK AND PRODUCT GRABS**
For easy transportation of various bulk packed materials such as bricks, slabs, blocks, kerb stones etc.

- Block Grabs c/w Safety Net — 1.5 tonne S.W.L
- Block Grab — 2 tonne S.W.L

All Packs should be strapped or shrink wrapped. Loose or split packs should not be lifted. The use of safety nets are mandatory.

Crane Forks & Safety Nets

**MULTI-PURPOSE CRANE FORKS C/W SAFETY NET — 1.5 TONNE AND 2 TONNE S.W.L.**
For use with lifting appliances for the safe transportation of prewrapped or palleted bricks/blocks. Adjustable forks to suit pack of pallet opening.

Fitted with twin hydraulic dampers to ensure automatic adjustment to compensate for different weights carried. This will also ensure the crane forks stay level when empty or full. Mountings are fitted front and back to allow attachment of a mandatory safety net.

**OR**
Fitted with manual moveable ring, adjust ring position to ensure the crane forks stay level when empty or full. Mountings are fitted front and back to allow attachment of a mandatory safety net.

Muck Skips

**CIRCULAR MUCK SKIP**
Perfect for removing site spoil and rubbish with emptying easily controlled by disengaging the bale arm locking fingers.
**Skips**

**BOAT SKIP**
This range of self-discharging forward tipping boat skips is designed to enable the crane operator to control the discharge of the skip without the need for an assistant.

They provide improved safety and productivity compared with traditional circular tipping muck skips. Available from 500 to 2000 litres capacities.

**CONE FLOW SKIP**
General-purpose skip with curved discharge chute and geared or lever gate for controlled pour, particularly on columns.

- 500-1000 litre capacity

**COLUMN SKIP**
- General purpose skips with hose for columns.
- Geared gate for controlled pour, particularly on columns.

**GEARED ROLLOVER SKIP**
Ideal for large volume concrete pours on walls and general applications with a geared gate for controlled discharge.
Beams

ALTIDA have a fully-certified in-house Fabrication department, which is built up of expert design and manufacturing engineers, who can fabricate bespoke lifting frames to meet the most challenging customer requirements. This allows us greater operational flexibility, allowing us to meet each individual customer requirement.

Please give us a call or send us an email to speak to us about this service.

LIFT BEAM
- Single point top attachment.
- Double pick-up points.
- Useful in low headroom situations.

MODULAR SPREADER BEAM
Modular spreader beams come in easy-to-bolt sections.

WLL reduces with beam length — SEE CHART BELOW.
Helicopter Lifting Accessories

**MAN BASKET**
To be utilised with cranes to assist with safe working at height, our own 2 Man Riding Crane Basket is available to hire, other sizes are available. Please note of current regulations stating that a safety harness with a suitable lanyard must be worn when using a man riding basket.

**REMOTE HOOKS**
Remote hooks are suspended beneath the belly hook by a long line, swivel, or other device. Because they are not attached directly to the airframe, they do not require aircraft-specific certification and can be used on a wide variety of helicopter models.

**LINE ROPE**
- 12-strand synthetic rope made of Dyneema® fiber
- Replaces wire cable for external load operations
- Extremely light compared to steel cable
- Cycled to reduce in-use elongation
- Easy storage in provided transport bag